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My name is Richard Alexander. I am the former CEO of a European IT company. I was born in the
Netherlands. I am now living in Bangalore, India. I am the Founder of the Sustainable World Project.
We are in pursuit to find the best educational institutes in your country. We select these institutes for
becoming a partner in our 50 year project, named Sustainable World Project, started in the year 2000.
I am forwarding you more information on what value we are offering. The objective of the Sustainable
World Project is a world that works for all people by the year 2050. Amongst other goals our aim is to
eradicate inequality, war, poverty and environmental destruction. This project will provide unique
higher consciousness values for your students, staff, teachers, parents and others. If your institute
gets selected, it will receive global media attention up to the year 2050.
After the selection process we will invite you to join our weekly session on our online Empowerment
Platform. This platform will bring the following benefits to your students, staff, teachers and parents.
BENEFITS FOR YOU AS OUR PARTNERING SCHOOL, COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY
1. Weekly students, teachers, parents, staff and other people connected to your institute can
participate in a 2 hour online session which will teach higher consciousness leadership skills. In
this session they can learn how to actively participate in the creation of a sustainable world.
2. In this session we educate people on the hidden agenda's of the rich elite behind the Corona
narrative. We offer solutions how to respond to this agenda. Your institute can play a key role in
liberating your country from the inflicted suffering.
3. In this session we will share information about ancient wisdom and the latest cutting edge and
world changing consciousness science like Pyramid Power, Sidereal Time enhancing
consciousness, the Meditation Effect and more. Your students will learn how to shift their
mindset to a state of higher consciousness. No matter what they choose to pursue as a career,
this will greatly enhance their chance for success.
4. In this session we will share our research into the current disclosure of secret covert
technologies like new breakthrough energy solutions, anti gravity transport solutions, inter
stellar travel and more. These technologies will change the face of our world in the years to
come. This information is not much found in mainstream media, but is of vital importance for
the students of your institute as they will be the new leaders for a better tomorrow.
5. In this session we will share our research into the true history of our world, how the world has
been governed by the rich elite, how right now we are transitioning into a new golden age and
what role your students, teachers, parents and others could play in this transition.
6. Our program does not only have a one time impact but also a sustainable impact. After
graduation your students can sustain their participation in our project online as Sustainable
World Community Members or Sustainable World Leaders on the online Empowerment
Platform.
7. The online weekly session is part of our Worldwide Interactive Events. These will also take
place on our online Empowerment Platform. In these events your students, teachers, parents,
staff and others will get exposure to the world's most powerful youth leaders and other
international partners who are working side by side on creating a Sustainable World. On this
platform schools, colleges and universities unite to take part in creating a world that works for
all people.
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8. One exceptional student can be selected to represent your institute and country. He or she can
become a member of our worldwide family of 10.000 Sustainable World Leaders hailing from
212 countries. We have a selection process in place for one student of your institute getting a
paid position as a leader after graduation and after successful completion of the Sustainable
World Leadership Program.
9. Our media partners will document the progress of your Sustainable World Leader and bring
exposure for your institute in the worldwide media from 2025 to 2050. National television and
other media groups will be invited to witness the leader from your institute support the
transformation of our world.
10.Your Sustainable World Leader will stay in touch with your institute to facilitate higher
consciousness training for your students, teachers, staff, parents and others up to the year
2050.
11.Sales value – the exposure of your educational institute in the media will lead to dramatic
growth in the number of new students
12.Brand value - Your institute will be recognized as one of the most forward thinking institutes in
our world. Your institute will be known as one taking a lead role in creating a world that works
for all people by the year 2050.
DECLARATION SUSTAINABLE WORLD PROJECT – VISION 2050
We commit to bring to you, your students, your teachers, staff and parents:
1. An unconditional income through the new Quantum Financial System. This income will over
time grow to abundant income. It is at that time people will realize that money is not needed in
a higher consciousness society.
2. 10.000 Sustainable World Leaders impacting the consciousness of 80 million Sustainable
World Community Members (1% of the world population) in the year 2029.
3. Non polluting new energy solutions and non polluting transportation solutions. New
technologies like Replicators, Med Beds and Celestial Chambers.
4. A transformed learning environment where young people are empowered, not indoctrinated.
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5. Decentralized decision making by consensus where we move the power from government to
community and ultimately to the sovereign individual.
6. The transformation of your legal system. We move away from the Egoic paradigm of right and
wrong, reward and punishment. We move into a paradigm of mediation that produces healing,
completion and workability for all involved.
7. Restoration of environmental damage and loss of species. The transformation of the food
industry - healthy, non GMO, non toxic, holistic, organic home or farm grown food.
8. The transformation of media and entertainment from a fear mongering, manipulative, elite
owned indoctrination system to an inspirational, empowering and enlightening information
stream that seeds our consciousness in a positive way.
9. A new infrastructure in terms of how people live and travel - new ways of housing - reduction of
roads, rail and power lines - start of anti gravity transport and new local energy solutions.
10.A new paradigm of relating to one another - non-violent communication, non judgmental
listening and empowering non-violent heart centered ways of being - reduction in mental,
verbal, emotional and physical violence.
11.A transformation from slavery work for money in a state of survival to a freely chosen activities
contributing to others while living in a state of abundance.
Our sessions will be weekly Saturday. The sessions will not intervene with the students' main
curriculum, but will actually empower them to be more successful.
If this opportunity sounds interesting to you, then take the next step described on the following page.
This will give you access to Welcome Pack 2. It has more specific info on our online sessions.
We are looking forward to collaborate with you on creating a sustainable world; a world that works for
ALL people.
Warm Regards,
Richard Alexander
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NEXT STEP
If you have any questions, then send an
email with your questions and we will
respond. Our email address is
info@sustainableworldproject.com
If you would like to know more then
download our Welcome Pack 2 Educational
Institutes. Download Welcome Pack 2

